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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Why does
adoption matter?
The term Digital Workplace was first coined long
ago in a book called The Digital Workplace: Designing
Groupware Platforms by Charles Grantham and
Larry Nichols in 1993. Back then, digital was an
imaginary future for most of us, where email –
let alone mobile phones or the world wide web
– was confined to a small coterie of academics
and government-backed researchers.
In particular, intranets (as one aspect of the broad suite of digital workplace
technologies) tend to suffer from low levels of usage once they’ve been launched
when the initial period of excitement has ebbed away, leaving managers and
business stakeholders perplexed as to how to get more employees using them.
In a nutshell, there are three kinds of adoption
issues. These stem from a gap in expectations
of what business value can be derived from digital workplace solutions,
and how they can help staff transform their work. These include:
1. When the value these technologies provide, from both business and staff
perspectives, have not been thoroughly understood or communicated.
2. W
 hen not all staff find them useful (or valuable)
from day one, especially in organisations and businesses with
many thousands of staff spread across the globe.
3. W
 hen there is a strong expectation to measure activity
that does not correspond with how these tools contribute
towards the business strategy or bottom-line.
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ABOUT THIS GUIDE
This guide and its complimentary
survey will help you consider
how to improve your adoption
planning, outlining which
activities to include to help you
achieve adoption success.
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The Adoption
Curve — sustaining
adoption over time
Often digital workplace adoption
follows a similar up and down
trajectory to the Gartner Hype
Cycle*. With an initial Peak of
Inflated Expectations, followed
soon after with the reality of a
Trough of Disillusionment. Getting
to the Plateau of Productivity can
be challenging when there is no
common agreement over what value

the digital workplace will create,
making the communication of its
value to staff more difficult process.
We believe your adoption curve
shouldn’t have these unexpected
peaks and troughs but should
steadily grow over time as your
business gains more value
from your digital workplace.

Your digital
workplace
shouldn’t have
unexpected
peaks and
troughs,
but should
grow steadily
over time.

Rethinking Digital workplace adoption
Peak of Inflated
Expectation

Plateau of Productivity

VALUE
Slope of
Enlightenment
Adoption Curve
Technology
Trigger

The Hype Cycle

Trough of
Disillusionment

TIME
Gartner Hype Cycle: www.gartner.com/technology/research/methodologies/hype-cycle.jsp
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What is new about adoption planning?
Unlike an intranet that is focused on achieving a set of communication-led
goals, the value derived from using an all-encompassing digital workplace
platform is that it brings together and provides staff access to various tools and
technologies in one place. This means its value isn’t always easily measured.
This is confirmed by survey responses
from over 83 attendees at our
Intranet Adoption Masterclass in
May 2016, many from job roles in
internal communications and related
business functions. There is an
even split between those who know
what success is (53 percent), and
those who aren’t sure (47 percent)
of how their technology investment
can make an impact. In the same
sense, the majority of respondents
are achieving average adoption and
engagement levels. Just over half of
them (54 percent) rated their current

adoption and engagement levels
as average, with a much lower 28
percent of respondents replying that
they have good adoption levels.

more collaborative tools, as compared
to finance who could be
more interested in document
management capability.

One of the reasons for this is because
adoption cannot simply be measured
across an entire business. In order to
show your staff how these tools can
help their work, you need to create
a more nuanced adoption strategy
tailored around the value each of your
different business and functional
areas can derive from it. For example,
marketing might have a bias towards

Being more specific with tailored
messages for your varied staff –
such as shop floor staff or those in
operations - will significantly help
each of them understand how to get
more from technology in their daily
work. It’s all about finding new ways
to set and clarify expectations.

Should I measure
adoption in a different way?
One of the simplest ways to show how many
staff are using your technology is to collect
usage statistics such as page views, log-ins,
and numbers of likes and shares. But we also
need to show how business outcomes are
being met. Quantifiable numbers certainly help
managers prove that their investment hasn’t
been wasted, but they are not the whole story.
Usage does not always mean
quality in terms of how these tools
improve your operations or indeed,
your overall staff engagement.
To help with that, we also need to
show how technology contributes
towards your broader business
outcomes, goals and strategy.
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For example, how will these
tools help staff produce better
quality knowledge, guidelines or
customer understanding? Trying
to quantify that by only counting
logins, number of searches and

How would
you rate your
adoption levels?

53%

so on, will not give managers any
precise answers as to whether their
investment is having a positive
effect on operational performance.
Instead, by measuring outcomes
alongside activity, we can begin to
communicate that impact. It will also
help your staff better understand
why these tools, even those who
remain skeptical of having to learn
yet another new tool or process, are
valuable and will improve how they
are able to work more productively.

28%

13%
4%
Average

Good

Poor

Excellent
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What is the biggest blocker of intranet adoption?
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Technology
doesn’t
allow
comms in
a the way
we need

It’s too
difficult to
find what
I need

Lack of
buy-in
from senior
management

The social
aspects
don’t work

I can’t
measure
the ROI

It’s too
boring

It’s lost its
business
focus

I’m the only
one adding
content

It isn’t
relevant
to me
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Who should we target first?
The answer partly depends on your culture.
If there is an open attitude towards using
new tools, technologies, processes, then it’s
more likely that your adoption strategy should
target everyone, or at the very least, large
sections of your workforce, from launch.
However, if some sections of
your staff are reluctant to try new
things, perhaps because they have
become weary of using the ’next
best thing’, or that there is little
time set aside to learn how to use
new software, then you might need
to target specific groups or roles
rather than everyone together.
The concept of the term ‘early
adopter’, coined by Everett M.
Rogers’ Diffusion of Innovations
(1962), confirms that one of the

Do you have a
clear idea of what
success looks like?

52%

best strategies is to figure out who
amongst your staff are going to find
the most value from these new tools
and technologies, and at the same
time, can show other colleagues
around them those benefits too.
Targeting early adopters who
influence a wider cohort of staff
means you also benefit from their
feedback too, helping you work out
the right communications through
a process of trial and error for
other staff to embrace change.

48%

Yes

No

Innovation Adoption cycle

Early Majority
Late Majority
Early Adopters

Innovators

2.5%

Laggards

13.5%

Everett M. Rogers: Innovation adoption bell curve
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34%

34%

16%
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How can I motivate my staff?
Work will always mean having to do something
in a specific way, or involve having to comply
with procedures and guidelines.
However, employees (like you
and me) are equally likely to value
tools, technology and content
that helps them by being easy to
use, convenient, and accessible
from anywhere. Technology that
provides staff with greater flexibility
of how they work, can be a good
motivator to use them over tools
that don’t offer as much scope.
The hidden yet positive effect of
all this is that your staff also get to
be more autonomous (some may
even be creative too!) in how they
work. Hence, trying to motivate
employees by ‘carrot and stick’ is not
going to be so readily acceptable.

Rather, the opposite is the case:
more employers are under pressure
to provide better designed tools,
not least because we get to use
them outside of work. Not doing
so could negatively affect staff
who may continue to ignore
your tools if they are hard to use,
keeping your adoption levels low.
Hence, with so many choices of
how to work, coercing staff to
use something against their will
might just backfire, extinguishing
any hoped increase in adoption.

Coercing
staff to use
something
against their
will might
just backfire,
extinguishing
any hoped
increase
in adoption.
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Can my senior leadership and
managers affect adoption?
How they choose to use it and communicate its
benefits, can positively or negatively affect how staff
make sense of it and why it’s beneficial to their work.
Our intranet adoption survey has
revealed that just over half of
business leaders regularly use digital
workplace technologies (56 percent).
There appears to be a mixed picture
of why these tools are of value.
Without a clear mandate from the
leadership team, new ideas can
quickly become ignored. The key is
that these leaders, including those
at the team level, set a precedent
of why they should be using the
digital workplace. This includes its
tools, content and processes that
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coincide with the company goals,
ethos and profitability, ultimately
helping staff understand how
their work could be improved.
In the case of immediate line
managers, publicly recognising
good practice – be it case studies
of effective usage, cost savings,
imaginative ways of working smarter
or even failures –will certainly
help encourage wider adoption
amongst their teams and peers,
helping others to follow suit.

One of the
key drivers
that can
significantly
affect adoption
is the attitude
your company
leaders and
senior managers
have of new
technology.
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How do I put all
this into practice?

What about enterprise
social technologies?

Our work with clients has shown that there are
four key areas that your adoption planning must
take into account and look to develop further
in-line with your company’s business goals.
We recommend that you chunk up
your overall digital workplace vision
into a series of manageable phases,
each with its own focus such as
communications, channels and
knowledge development so as to
give your adoption communication
and planning a clear focus.

Within each phase, you should
choose to focus on who, what,
how and what value you are
trying to achieve at any given
time. That will help you focus your
adoption efforts and how you
communicate them to your staff.

Be visionary yet pragmatic
You can’t do everything all at once
PHASE 1
COMMUNICATION

A typical adoption woe is that
staff don’t use platforms like
Yammer or Jive. The typical
problem here is two-fold: these
tools were oversold in the value
they would create, while they have
struggled to make sense to staff
due to a lack of proper integration
in how they work day-to-day.
With such varied needs and
expectations, the best way to
judge their value is to pilot them
with a smaller sub-set of staff to
assess their impact and value.
Once understood, then roll them
out to a wider audience,
still keeping a close eye
on usage and impact.

PHASE 2
CHANNEL

PHASE 3
KNOWLEDGE

People

Content

People

Content

People

Content

Technology

Benefits

Technology

Benefits

Technology

Benefits

Sample vision

Enabling staff to be more productive in order to meet
our goal of increasing our growth targets.

The four pillars of your adoption strategy
People

Content

Technology

Value

Identify leadership,
business stakeholders
and staff advocates
who will drive change
forward and motivate
others to follow suit.

Pinpoint valuable content,
insights, knowledge and
people to encourage
others to either produce
their own, share it or make
use of it for their own work.

Clarify which technology,
tools, apps and processes
will help foster better
adoption, increases in
productivity and wider
business engagement.

Set out what benefits
and associated metrics
must be met in order
to know that the digital
workplace is meeting
your business needs.
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What should my
adoption plan look like?
The following activities are recommended to set up your capacity
to plan, measure, and manage your ongoing adoption approach.

Personas

Governance

Roadshows

Advocates

Personas help to work
out what will motivate
your sets of employees
to use, communicate
and share knowledge
with one another via
your digital workplace.
Use them to determine
what value drives them
and consequently,
how its effectiveness
can be measured.

Achieving the right balance
between your business
leads, editorial, technical,
knowledge, digital
workplace advocates
(see below) is a vital
forum to help direct your
digital workplace.

Online promotion will not
be enough to encourage
wider adoption. Instead,
you need to plan for regular
sessions demonstrating
new features, techniques,
and working practices
together with training
authors and contributors
on how to get the most
out of these technologies.

As well as having leaders
and team managers
actively promoting your
workspace, it’s also
important to set up a
staff user forum too.

Remember that this needs
to be a mixture of activity
and outcomes, the latter
being quantified over a
longer period of time,
even as indirect benefits.
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Here governance is
about strategy rather
than merely stipulating
how your staff should
use these technologies.
Instead, set direction and
bring together examples
of how to use these
technologies. Share ideas
that all business functions
can benefit from, helping
them remove unnecessary
duplication of effort, or get
to use new innovations
in processes and ways
to better share and
communicate knowledge.

This means planning
regular town halls,
lunchtime demonstrations,
and surgeries where staff
around your locations can
talk to experts, having
their questions answered.
All of this should be
backed up by online
training, feature videos
and demonstrations too,
along with a public forum.

By meeting regularly, they
can help discuss how using
the digital workplace is
benefiting their work, whilst
pointing out what needs
improvement, or where
areas of collaboration and
communication would
be of benefit to other
employees too. Focus in
on specific projects made
up of a cross-section
of your staff including
advocates, skeptics and
those looking to make
more use of the intranet.
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Are senior management active on your network?
57%

Some of them
Not really

19%

Yes, all of them
I’m not sure they
know about it

14%
13%

Communication

Measurement

Innovation

Part of the adoption
planning must include
a well thought out
communications plan.
By targeting articles,
interviews, case studies
and messages via
appropriate channels
you’ll be in a good
position to have a
sustained level of positive
engagement across
your digital workplace.

Surveys, analytics, and
off-line feedback from
authors too, are core
to ensuring that your
employees are using your
technology in the ways
you intended them to.
Measurement should be a
mixture of activity-based,
and outcome-led metrics.

Where appropriate,
all of your adoption
planning, communication,
governance and
measurement should
produce new ideas:
of how to work,
communicate, collaborate
or share knowledge more
effectively. Set up a regular
forum – either as part of
your governance process
or
for example by inviting staff
to submit their own ideas
– to gather suggestions
of how to improve your
operations, services and
business functionality.

Your plan should also
include commissioning,
writing and creating
content that illustrates
successes (and failures)
of how your staff can get
the most out of the tools
and content to help achieve
their goals. Encourage
your leadership to write or
record their achievements,
and keep staff up-to-date
when projects have created
a positive outcome.

Use the metrics as set out
in your personas as a good
starting point to build up
a picture of overall usage,
and of specific use-cases
of improved outcomes,
benefits and value. Here,
reports and analysis
need to be regularly
produced, and should
feed into the Governance
forum, where they can be
assessed against your
wider business goals –
including each business
unit or department who
are actively using your
digital workplace.

Being prepared to create
new requirements (and
further investment
possibilities) should be a
key outcome of your digital
workplace investment,
helping demonstrate
value and its ongoing
benefit to your business.
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Unily is the employee experience platform at the heart of
your digital workplace that powers better work for everyone.
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